Equations of Hamilton-Jacobi type arise in many areas of application, including the calculus of variations, control theory and differential games. Recently M. G. Crandall and P.-L. Lions (Trans. Amer. Math. Sot. 277 (1983), l-42) introduced the class of "viscosity" solutions of these equations and proved uniqueness within this class. This paper discusses the existence of these solutions under assumptions closely related to the ones which guarantee the uniqueness. 0 1985 Academic Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, Crandall and Lions [3] introduced the notion of viscosity solution for nonlinear scalar partial differential equations of the form where 0 is an open set in IR "', F: 0 x IR x IR"' --t F? is continuous and Du = (h/@, ,..., &/8y,) denotes the gradient of u (also see Crandall, Lions, and Evans [2] ). They used this notion to prove uniqueness and stability for a wide class of equations of the form (O.l), in particular for the initial value problem Moreover, we require some monotonicity of H with respect to u. More precisely, we assume:
For R > 0 there is a yIRE R such that H(t, x, r,p) -(H3) H(t,x,s,p)>yy,(r-s) for XE[R~, -R<s<r<R, O<t(T, and p E RN.
Finally, we will have to restrict the nature of the joint continuity of H. The following two assumptions will be used:
Ifli,(a)=sup{lH(t,x,r,p) -fW,~,r,p)l: Ix -yI < a, Ix--Y1 
VISCOSITY SOLUTIONS OF HAMILTON-JACOBI EQUATIONS
For R > 0 there is a constant CR > 0 such that ]H(f, x, r,p) -(H5) H(t,y,r,p)J~CC,(l+Ipl) Ix-yl for tE [O,T] , Irl<R, and X,Y,P E lRN.
The theorems are: THEOREM 1. Let H: [0, T] x IRN x IR x lRN + iR satisfy (Hl), (H2), (H3), and either (H4) or (H5). For every u0 E BUC(RN), there is a T= T(ll uOll) > 0 and_ u E BUC@,) such that u is the unique viscosity solution of (0.2) in QT. 4 If, moreover, yR in (H2) is independent of R, then (0.2) has a unique viscosity solution in Q, for every T > 0. Several existence results for the problems (0.2) and (0.3) (including versions with boundary conditions) can be found in Lions [8, 9] . His assumptions generalize (H5) but not (H4). However, for (0.2) he requires a Lipschitz condition in t. Moreover, Fleming [5] and Friedman [ 71 established earlier some existence results concerning (0.2) in the almost everywhere sense, under Lipschitz-type assumptions for all the arguments of H and u, E C$1(lRN).5 Finally, the scope of the existence results has been recently extended by Barles [ 11. The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 recalls the definition and some basic properties of the viscosity solution of (0.2). It also contains some new results concerning this solution. Section 2 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1. Moreover, as an intermediate step toward the proof of this theorem, we give a result concerning the convergence of the viscosity approximations with certain explicit estimates. Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to the stationary problem and have the same structure as Sections 1 and 2.
Finally, the author would like to thank M. G. Crandall for helpful discussions and good advice.
1
We begin this section with the definition of the viscosity solution of (0.2). We have:
' BUC(@) is the space of bounded uniformly continuous functions defined on 6. If u: d --t R then 1) ~1) = supxsd /u(x)/.
' C$$(@) is the set of (bounded) Lipschitz continuous functions defined on 4. DEFINITION 1.1 [3, 5.11. Let HE C([O, T] X IRN x IR X F?"). A function u E C(Q,) is a viscosity solution of a24 at + H(t, x, u, Du) = 0 if for every 4 E Coo(QT), if u -# attains a local maximum at (x0, to) E QT, then wwxoT to) + wo, x0, 4x,, to), 04(x0, to)) G 0 (1.1) and if u -4 attains a local minimum at (x0, to) E Q,, then aw(x,~ to) + wo9 x0 9 4x09 to), wxo, to)) a 0.
If, moreover, u E C(Q,) and u(x, 0) = no(x) in IRN, we say that u is a viscosity solution of (0.2).
Remark 1.1. In a similar way, u E C(&) is said to be a viscosity subsolution (resp. supersolution) of (0.3) if (1.1) (resp. (1.2)) holds and u(x, 0) < uo(x) (resp. 24(x, 0) > uo(x)) in IRN. Next we state the theorem about the uniqueness of the viscosity solution of (0.2) as well as some other important results of [3] concerning this solution. THEOREM 1.1 [2, V.21. Let u, v E BUC(lR"') In particular, (0.2) has at most one viscosity solution. PROPOSITION 1.1 [3, 1.111 . Let T>O, yEIF?, and g,hEC([O,T] ).
Suppose that for every n E C?((O, T)), ifg-n attains a strict local maximum at t, E (0, T), we have n'W + y&J G h&J ThenforO<s<t<T, eyfg(t) Q eySg(s) +I: e"h(t) dz.
WI Remark 1.3. The assumptions on g above are equivalent to saying that g is a viscosity solution of g'+yg<h as it is explained in [3] . IA moreover, uOE+ u0 uniformly in IRN and u,~ + u uniformly in QT, then u is a viscosity solution of (0.2). If; moreover, u,, + u, unlyormly on IRN and u, -+ u uniformly on &, then u is a viscosity solution of (0.2). Now we give a result which describes the evolution in time of the "off the diagonal" difference of the viscosity solutions of two problems of the form (0.2). To this end, choose /I f C~(W") and y E Cr(iR) so that (1.11) (t,x,Y*r,P)E '4, If m+ (?) = 3RepY;, then 5^ is a local maximum of 3Re-F -n(t) in (0, T), and (1.11) is obviously satisfied. So without any loss of generality we may assume that m'(f) > 3RepY;. (1.12) In this case, for 6 > 0, let @: RN x RN x Z X I+ R be defined by @(x,y, r, s) = (u(x, r) -IQ, s))' + 3Re-y"'+9?,(X -y) +(3R+2/nll)y,(r-s)-n(~), (1.13) where Y&) = y(t/S) is defined by (1.6). Since @ is bounded on RNXIRNXZXZ, for every 6>0 there is a point (x,,y,,r,,sl As SlO lx,-~y, I<c, zo,so+z" and (u(x,,~~)- tT(yo, so))+ + 3Re-fl(To+so)'2)3e(Xo -yo) = u(xo, zo) (1.17) -zi(yo, so) + 3Re-Y((t~+s~)~2)~E(~o -yo) --t m + (f).
Indeed, let 6 be so small that 26+sup{In(s)-n(t)l:Is-tI<6/2}<R.
If Ix,, -yOj > E, then (1.5), (1.15) , and (1.16) imply 2R+3R+2lln(J+26-n 2 'y(X,,Y,, 50, so) 2 fqx, x9 50, 70) > 3Re-yr0 + 3R + 2 I( nil -n(t,),
which is a contradiction. Note that here is where we really used the assumption y < 0. Moreover, suppose that as 6 -+ 0, to, so -+ TE Z along a subsequence (which for simplicity is denoted in the same way as the sequence). Again (1.15) together with the facts that u, h E BUC(eT) and I x0 -y, ( < E implies that, for every (x, y) E IRN yiRN and r E Z, e-(y'2)(ro+so)
(ii(yo, 70) -C(y,, so))+ + m+ (70) -n((z, + s,)/2) + 26
+3R+2Ilnll~Y (x,,y,,7,,s,)~~'(x,y,7,7) > 3R + 2 Iln\l + (u(x, t) -ii(y, 7))+ + 3Re-)ZPXx -u) -n (7), i.e., e-(y'2)(ro+sO) (E(yo, ro) -zT(y,, so))+ + m+(70) -n((so + s,)/2) + 26 > m + (7) -n(7).
Letting 6 10 we get
for every r E I.
But then i= f, since z" is a strict maximum of m ' -n on I. Next observe that (1.15 ) and the fact that rO, s,, -+ z^ as 6 + 0 imply that
i.e., (u(x,, ro) -C(y,, s))+ + 3Re-flY'"0+"0"2'P,(~, -yo)+ m+(f).
Finally, if along some subsequence 6 1 0, (4x0 3 To) -KY, 9 so)) + = 0 then m(?) < 3ReC6 which contradicts (1.12). Next observe that (x0, ro) E QT is a local maximum of (x, r) --t u(x, r) + 3Re-Y(~'t"o"2'~,(x -y,) + (3R + 2 I( nil) ys(r -so) + 26C(x,y,) -n((r + so)/?) and (y, , so) E QT is a local minimum of (y, S) + zZ(y, s) -3Re-y"'~t""2'~,(xo-y)-(3R + 2 11 n 11) ys(zo-s)-2&(x,,y) + n((zo+s)/2). In view of (1.1) and (1.2), we have (3R + 2 I( n 11) y;(ro -so) + + n' (F) + -$3Re-y((ro+sd'2)/3~~o -yo) + H(r,, x0, Hx,, ro), -3Re-~(7~+s~'*)Dpe(xo -y,) -2 dD,qxo, y,)) < 0 and + &,,Y,, f(y,, so), -Me-fl(ro+so)'*)D&(Xo -yo) + 2 cm, [(x0 ) yo)).
Combining these two inequalities we obtain 50 + so n' -( 1 2 + y3~e-(~/*)(~o+s~) Pdxo -Yo) < ax0 3 Yo 9 @(Yo 9 SOL -3Re-(Y'2)('~t"~~~,(xo -y,) + 26D,C(x,, yo)) -H(t,, x0, u(x,, z,), -3Re-(y'2)(ro'sa)D~E(x~ -y,) -2 SD,C(x,,y,)). Next observe that for 6 < i, I-3Re-(y'2)(ro+ ""D&(x0 -y,) + 2 my C(xo 7 YOI, I -3Re-(y'*)(~~+sq3~(Xo -y,) -2 al, <(x0, y,)l < --y 6ReiYiT + 1 * Moreover, if L<~I and, without any loss of generality, L = ~~~~~~~~ IIDu(. r)ll, for x E RN we have
But this implies ( 3Re-(y'*)(~O+sO)Dp~(XO -yo) + 2 m,gx,, y,)l < L.
Combining all the above we obtain
where, for i? > O?_ o_i7<a) denotes the modulus of continuity of fi on [0, T] x RN x [-R, R] x B,(O, E). Letting 6 10 in the last inequality we obtain (1.11).
Next we use Proposition 1.4 to establish several properties of the viscosity solution u E BUC(eT) of (0.2). In particular, we describe the evolution in time of the norm, the modulus of continuity (in the x variable) and the II UC., r>ll < e-Y'@C + II u. IIX (1.19) where C is given by (H2). IIW., ~>ll< emw(Lo + dC,U + L)l), (1.21) where Lo = IIDu,II and C, is given by (H5). Moreover,
IId., 7) -uoIl < wy* SUP W,f)ErFT. IfW, x, r,p)l. I rl< Ihll. IPI < IP~Oll where, for f: 0 --t R and C a subset of 0, f Ic denotes the restriction off on C.
Then ui E BUC(QJ is a viscosity solution of
Applying the first part of the claim to ui we obtain L, < e-y(Tlm) ( LieI + C, z (1 + Li) 1 ,
i.e., Remark 2.1. Crandall and Lions proved the above result in [4] for the case of (0.4). Moreover, estimates like (2.2) have also been obtained by Fleming [6] and Lions [8] by indirect arguments involving stochastic differential games.
Proof of Proposition 2.1. The existence of such an u, follows from standard theory. (See in particular [7] .) Moreover, it is also known that under our assumptions on H, uo, u,(., r) E Ci*'(RN) for every r E [0, T]. In order to prove the existence of u, it suffices to show that as E --t 01~~) is a Cauchy family in BUC@,). Indeed, then there exists u E BUC(QT) such that u, + u uniformly in QT as E + 0. By Proposition 1.2 and Theorem 1.1, u is the viscosity solution of (0.2 II uE(., r)ll < e-"(II uoII + CT), (2.4) ' u E Czq'(QT) means that &@x, ax,, au/at E C(Q*). We first complete the proof of the proposition and then prove the lemma. Observe that it suffices to show that there is a constant K, which depends only on ll~olly IlWI19 such that for E, r7 > 0,
Here we establish only (2. For the proof of -the claim, let n E P((0, 7')) and assume that 5^ E (0, Z) is a strict local maximum of m -n on I = [z" -a, t^ + a] c (0, 7) for some a > 0. We will show that WI + w(f) < K,(fi + fi> (2.12) and therefore, in view of Remark If lx,, -yOl < Ze2, let y,, = jj,,. In either case for 6 < min($, z2e2)
Ixo-yoI~Ee2 and iYo-yoww.
So, in view of (2.16) and the above observation, for every (x, y, r) E RN X RN X I we have Finally, for the last claim of (2.17), notice that if along some subsequence 6 lo, then m(z^)<3(R + l)ePYi which contradicts (2.13). Next observe that, for 6 sufficiently small, r,, is an interior maximum point of7ju,(x,,t)-u,(y,,z)+3(R+l)e-~"P,(x,-yo)--(t)inI,therefore
Moreover, x,, is a maximum point of x + u$(x, t,,) + 3(R + 1) e-Pa/7,(x -y,,) where ~*C(xo, Yo) = CL P'Wx~)txo9 yo) and ~,&xo, yo) = Cr=r (8'~/8yf)(x,, yO). The above, together with the fact that ug, u, are solutions of (2.1),, (2.1),, respectively, imply n'tt,) + 3y(R + 1) e-F%(xo -Yo)
Q -3(R + 1) e-)2o d&,(x, -Y& + ?I) t 26(s t 7) + Ht~,, yo, u,(Y~, ro), -3(R + 1) e-Y"o%(xo -yo) + 2~DJ(xo~ yoN -~(~o,xo~~&,~O),-3(R + 1) e-ro~Po(xo -yo) -2SD,<(xo, ro))-
As a result of (H3), (H5), (2.9), (2.17), and (2.18), we have n'bo) + rKue(xo~ ro) -uJY~, ro))+ + 3@ + 1) e-Yfb(xo -vo>l < Wo, yo, u&x0, ro), -3(R + 1) e-wo%(xo -yo) + 26DJ(xo, 2 1) as one can easily check using Proposition 1.1 and the last inequality in the proof.
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Here we prove a more general estimate which has (2.4) and (2.5) as special cases. In particular, for E > 0, let H, &E Ci( [0, T] x RN x R x I?') satisfy (H2), (H3), and (H5) with the same constants C, CR, and y = yR < 0 for every R > 0. Moreover, let u,,, ziO E Ci(RN) n BUC(ll?). If uE, tic E C,"V'(Q,) are solutions of Since Y = Qi off the support of 6 and ul(x, 9 5) > sup qx, t) + 4 (X.T)E wxr there is a point (x0, r,,) E IRN x I such that ul(x, 9 r,> a w, 7) for every (x, r) E IRN X I. Next observe that for 6 sufficiently small, 7o is an interior maximum point of 7 + u,(xO, 7) -zi,(x,,, 7) -n(r) in I. Moreover, x,, is a maximum point of x + u,(x, r,) -zi,(x, 7o) + 2&(x) in RN. The above, together with the fact that u, and zie satisfy the equations stated at the beginning of this proof, imply n'(7,) < 26.5 + @7o, x0, ~&I, 7o), D&(x,, 70
-Wro, xo, uB(xo, 7th Due&,, 70)).
If, without any loss of generality, we assume that lluSll = min(l(u,(J, lzI,ll) and z, = min(L,, z&, then < 2& + %,msxq,u,,,.Es)(2~) + sup I H(f, x, r, p) -H(t, X, r, p)l. (X,f)EQ, Irl6m~nlluA
IpI 6i, Letting 6 1 0 we obtain (2.24).
Since (2.4), (2.Q and (2.6) follow from (2.22) in the same way that (1.19), (1.21) , and (1.22) from (1.7) we omit their proof. Remark 2.3. Estimates similar to (2.4) and (2.6) already exist in [7] , where they are proved via arguments of the parabolic theory. Now we continue with the proof of Theorem 1. First, however, we give a short description of the arguments we are going to use. In particular, we approximate H and u. in a suitable way so that the resulting problems have viscosity solutions (by Proposition 2.1), which, in view of Proposition 1.5, satisfy some estimates. Then using Proposition 1.4, we can conclude that (0.2) has a viscosity solution.
Proof of Theorem 1. For the given a0 and H, regardless of whether H satisfies (H4) or (H5), let R, > 0 and To > 0 be such that 2 lluoll + C + 1 <R, e-yRoTo(IIuoIl + (C + 1) To> CR,, (2.28) where C and yRO are given by (H2) and (H3), respectively. Note that throughout the proof we assume that yRO < 0. This does not impose any restrictions since one can always reduce the problem to this case.
The claim is that (0.2) has a unique viscosity solution on &,. The uniqueness follows from Theorem 1.1, so here we have only to establish the existence. First observe that it suffices to assume that no E @RN). Indeed for the given a0 E BUC(lRN), we can find a sequence ZJ,,, E C@"') so that IIUo,nll G lluoll and II U0.n -UOII + 0 as n+co.
If (0.2) has a viscosity solution u, E BUC(eT,) for every uo," E Ci(lRN), then (1.19) implies II u,II < Ro for every n.
Therefore by Theorem 1.1, i.e., there exists a u E BUC@r,) such that u, -+ u uniformly on @,, as n + oz. Proposition 1.3 implies that u is a_viscosity solution of (0.2).
Next, for every positive integer 1, let H,: [0, To] X RN X R X RN --+ R be defined by W(P/l) H(f, x, u, P) for 1~1 <ROT f&(6 4 u, P) = (2.29) for Iz. 1 > R,, where w E C~(lR") is such that 0 < w < 1, and
for IpI< 1,
for IpI > 2. and thus the result. Finally note that, if yR in (H2) is independent of R, we do not have to impose the restriction (2.28) on T and therefore we have existence for every T> 0.
Remark 2.4. In the case that yR is not independent of R, we cannot expect global time existence, as we can easily see from the simple ordinary differential equation 24, + u* = 0 u(0) = c < 0.
As a corollary of the above proof and Proposition 1.5, we have the following proposition which we state without proof. Remark 2.6. Assumptions (H4) and (H5) are different. In particular, if H is independent of (t, u, p), then (H4) implies that H is uniformly continuous in x and (H5) that H is Lipschitz continuous in x. Moreover, there are functions which satisfy (H4) but not (H5) and vice versa. Indeed, if g: R + I? is Holder continuous with exponent a, then H(x, P) = g(x) IpI"-s for 0 < E < a satisfies (H4) but not (H5). But if g: I? --t R is Lipschitz continuous, then WY PI = dX)P satisfies (H5) but not (H4).
Remark 2.7. One can prove Theorem 1 in the case that H satisfies (H5) using compactness arguments once Proposition 1.5 has been proved. However, here we gave a constructive argument, which establishes the uniform convergence of solutions of approximate equations.
3
We begin this section with the definition of the viscosity solution of (0.3). We have Next we state the theorem about the uniqueness of the viscosity solution of (0.3) as well as some other important results of [3] concerning this solution. To continue, we assume that Iltill = min(ll u 11, II @II). Then, for 6 suffkiently small, (H3) and ( Next we use Proposition 3.3 to establish several properties of the viscosity solution u E BUC(lRN) of (0.3). In particular, the next proposition gives a priori bounds for the norm, the modulus of continuity, and the Lipschitz constant of u. Moreover, it gives an estimate for ((u -u((, if ~1 E CO,*'(R"'). We begin this section with a result concerning the existence of the viscosity solution of (0.3), in the case that H and u are sufftciently smooth functions. In particular, we show that the solution of the viscosity approximation --E Au,+ uE+ rZH(x, uc, DuJ = u in RN (4-l),
converges as E + 0 uniformly on RN to a function u E BUC(RN), which is then, by Proposition 3.1, the viscosity solution (0.3). Moreover, we give an explicit estimate on I] u -u,]I. Proof. The existence of such an u, follows from standard theory (see in particular IS]). Moreover it is also known that, under our assumptions on H and u, u,E CiV1(lRN). In order to show the existence of u, it sufftces to show that as E + 0 {u,} is a Cauchy family in BUC(lR"). Indeed then there exists u E BUC(RN) such that u, + u uniformly in RN as E + 0 and, as a result of (4.4) where CR is given by (H5).
We first complete the proof of the proposition and then prove the lemma. Observe that it suffices to show that there exists a constant K, which depends only on II ZJ IIT IP IL such that for E, q > 0, Il(u,-u,J* II <KC& + df>. (4.6 *) Here we establish only (4.6+), since (4.6-) can be proved in exactly the same way. Observe that, if Il(u,-u,J + )I = 0, then there is nothing to prove. So we may assume that II@,-%J+ II > 0. (4.7) In this case, for 6'= fi + "fi let @: RN x RN + iR be defined by
where R is as in the statement of the proposition and j&(e) = P(je) with /.? given by (2.9). Since 9 is bounded, for every 6 > 0 there is a point (x1, y,) in RN x RN such that Moreover, (4.8) also implies that, for 6 suffkiently small, x0 is a maximum point of the mapping x-t u,(x) + 3(R + l)Pe(x -yo) + 2&(x, yo), therefore for x E I?,
This yields ) 3(R + 1) Iq&&, -yo) + 2D,C-(xo, Y,I GE < 6(R + 111 (4.11) and, by (4. lo), /xo-yoJqL+26)e2.
Next since x0 is a maximum point of x--t U,(X) + 3(R + 1) Pe(x -JJ,) + 26&x, y,) and y, is a minimum point of y + u,(y) -3(R + l)pB(xo -y) -2&(x,, y) and u,, II, E C2(lRN) are solutions of (4.1),, (4.1),, respectively, we have But then, using (4.9) and the properties of H, U, and A, we obtain Letting 6 1 0, we obtain --(2 Ipulp + 2Gdl + wxfi + h) (4.12) and hence the result.
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Here we prove a more general estimate which has (4.4) and (4.5) as special cases. In particular, for E > 0, let H, fi E C~(lR" X R X I?") satisfy (H2), (H3), and (H5) with the same constants C, CR, and y = yR for R > 0. Moreover, let u, fi E C~(W") and choose R, > 0 so that max(2 I(uJ( + C, 2 I(Bll + C) <R,. IPI <min(L,,E,) (4.14) In the case that Ij(u -ti)' II = 0, there is nothing to prove. So we assume that Il(% -%I+ II > 0. > 0 (4.18) in the case that H satisfies (HS), where yRO is given by (H3) and is assumed to be yRO<O and CRO+i is given by (H5). The claim is that for every L such that 0 Q I < A,,, (0.3) has a unique viscosity solution. The uniqueness follows from Theorem 3.1 and the choice of A, since as a result of Proposition 3.4(a), any viscosity solution u E BUC(iR"') satisfies
Here we establish the existence. First observe that it sufftces to assume v E C~(R"). Indeed for the given u E BUC(ii?') we can find a sequence u, E C#!N) such that II uln II G II u II 2cR,+l(1 +z>c < a/3 (4.22) if H satisfies (H5). Having chosen E as above, next select I, so that for 1, 
